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Webinar Goals:

 Discussion/Q+A Session

 The role e-materials to encourage 
learning and behavior change

 Making materials accessible and 
interactive; practicing use

 30-60 second survey—tell us how 
we’re doing & what you need.

 Considering clinicians’ learning 
styles and needs during e-visits



Take a minute to change your chatbox settings.





During the session, type your questions into the Q+A box.



Visual aids that support a tailored, interactive conversation.

e-Detailing materials are:

 Brochures or Detailing Aids
 Reference cards or “pocket cards”
 Risk calculators
 Checklists or other office tools
 Any patient-facing tools that clinicians can 

use
 Links to campaigns and other toolkits



Clarify complex information

Customize a visit to meet the needs of a clinician

Engage clinicians in the conversation

Support, but not replace, the conversation

Strong, well-designed materials:



e-detailing: 2 types of Needs Assessment
After your introduction, you typically ask open-ended questions

to ascertain clinician needs around:

 Their practice in general
 The particular clinical topic you’re detailing on.

Traditional needs assessment about clinical realities:
 “Tell me about your last visit with a patient with chronic pain.”
 “What would you say is the top challenge you’re having when you’re 

supporting your patients with best practices in sexual health and HIV 
prevention?”

 “What tools do you wish you had when you’re taking care of  your patients with 
diabetes?”



e-detailing: 2 types of Needs Assessment

For e-detailing, you’ll start with this:

Learning style needs assessment about preferred engagement style:
 “How comfortable are you with Zoom on a scale of  1-10?”

 “How has COVID-19 impacted your practice?”

 “Have do you feel about online learning? What do you like best or least?”

 “Are you more of  a visual learner, auditory learner, hands-on learner? Other?”

What other questions could you ask?



Adapting materials for online learning

 Work with what you have, or what 
others have made

 Make simple changes—don’t reinvent 
the wheel

 Ask for support from those who are 
tech-savvy or have graphic design 
experience

 Invest in time for tutorials on free 
graphics programs like Piktochart or 
Canva

 Don’t have campaign materials yet?











What did we see?
Which elements are key to include?

Current, relevant 
data/statistics

Charts and graphs
 “Myths vs. facts”
 Images to convey relationships
Action-based key messages!
 “How to” implement those 

messages.

Algorithms
 References
Contact information
 Links to additional content
 Tools and resources
 Logos, other sources of 

information or funder 
sponsorship



Tips & Reminders: Content & Design
 Sharing data: Less is more.

 Don’t overwhelm with too many 
statistics. 

 More can always be shared.

 Ask yourself: 

 How can I illustrate the issue with the 
most direct content? (E.g. best stats)

 How can I encourage interactivity?

(E.g. use of linked risk calculators.)

 Word economy.
 Real estate is precious, but 

overloading will overwhelm with too 
many words.

 Break up the text with images.
 Choose compelling images that 

illustrate your message.

 Consider diversity and reality to 
break stereotypes. (E.g. stock 
images.)

 Check royalty information!



Tips & Reminders: Test your content!

 Field test with others!
 Colleagues within your program
 Other clinicians/healthcare 

professionals
 Share with external contacts for 

fresh eyes

 Ask field testers:
 “Is this clear? Why or why not?”
 “Is it engaging? Why or why not?”
 ‘What’s missing?”
 “What would you change?”

 Practice!
 Do a ‘live’ practice run to see how 

well-prepared you are to toggle 
between content pieces.

 Pause to make notes as you go.
 Practice until you’re comfortable 

enough, yet able to think on your 
feet.

 Record and playback.
 Play around with your platform on 

your own.



Tips & Reminders: Access, Sharing, Follow-up

 Have a follow-up e-mail ready to go.
 Write the commitment and agreed-upon follow up time in the e-mail.
 Send your e-mail immediately after the visit.

 Share attachments of detailing aids & other materials discussed or requested.

 Share links via chatbox and e-mail for easy forwarding to clinicians’ 
colleagues.

 Include links in your e-mail to scheduling apps or websites that colleagues 
can use to set up a visit with you.



Revisiting our example:















WHAT IS PREP?

• PrEP is a once-daily pill that can help prevent HIV transmission 
for people who are HIV negative.

• PrEP is safe. Few adverse effects have been observed.

• Prep was FDA-approved in 2012 as the fixed-dose anti-
retroviral medication Truvada©.

PrEP can reduce the risk of HIV by more than 90%.
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Some tools will be easier to adapt than others
Example: Patient-facing “Rx” pad for pain care







Practice is critical to success.

 Poor familiarity with materials can undermine your credibility

Don’t overly rely on materials to tell the story

High potential of turning interactive conversation into a 
didactic presentation/lecture.

 Practice pausing and asking questions early and often

 Being ready to refer to evidence that supports each key 
message

You’ll need to practice more than you would for an in-person visit.



To remember:
 It will take time to adapt prior materials, and/or build new ones.

 As with in-person visits, every visit will be different

 Mastery is about being present and being able to pivot vs. knowing all the answers 

 Strong follow-up is even more critical to maintain the relationship and offer support in 
implementing change 

 Clinicians are doing more and more telehealth visits themselves. 
 Many understand the challenges of conveying information across this medium.

 A successful e-visit outcome might look different than an in-person visit.
 Getting through the material and setting up a follow-up visit is a success. 
 It may take longer to build the relationship this way—have patience.





Please type your questions into the Zoom Q + A box.
We’ll try to get to all of your questions, and we will post those we can’t get to 

on our COP Discussion Forum.



Sneak peek: July Roundtables!

 1-hour peer discussions

 Chat with 4-5 national and 
global peers

 Haven’t registered yet?

Sign up via link in chatbox!



Please take our 30-60 second survey!
Tell us what worked and what didn’t on today’s webinar.



LAUNCH: Discussion Forum

• Hold for screenshots (3-5) with team-generated content




